





Availability of Solar Energy and Influence of Ultraviolet Radiation 
on Functionally Graded Material 
-Variations of Daylight and Solar Radiation against solar altitude-
比嘉俊太郎*I ， 渡辺茂男吃 ，林二一吋 ，内田悦行川
Shuntaro Higa， Shigeo Watanabe， Niichi Hayashi， Yoshiyuki Uchida 
Abstract This paper reports and discusses some measurements of daylight and solar 
radiation during the period from December 1993 to November 1998. To obtain data of 
daylight and solar radiation， measurements have been taken of illuminance and irradiance 
onhor・izontal(global and di旺use)and four vertical planes facing north， east， south and west‘ 
Instantaneous values of illuminance and irradiance at one-minute intervals have been 
recorded in these measurements. The two horizontal diffuse sensors were each fitted with 
a shading ring which was adjusted manually every day. The data presented in this paper 
were calculated from the average of ten-minute readings of illuminance and irradiance. 
Direct solar illuminance and irradiance were calculated by subtracting diffuse from global， 
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使用したデータは、 1993年 12月から 1998年 11月





















150lm川，春季は約 130~ 1451mJW，夏季は約 140~ 
1651mJW，秋季は約 1501m爪rを示している。グローパ
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図3.晴天空における水平面発光効率
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